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I. Call to Order  
a. Called 7:30pm 

II. Opening Roll Call 
a. Vice Speaker takes roll 

III. Amendment and Approval of the Agenda 
a. Motion to move Executive Communications 

i. Seconded, approved 
b. Motion to approve agenda 

i. Seconded, approved 
IV. Approval of the Previous Minutes 

a. Minutes from the 2nd Meeting on April 9th, 2019 
b. Motion to approve minutes 

i. Seconded, approved 
V. Guest Speakers 

a. None 
VI. Community Concerns 

a. None 
VII. Elections, Confirmations, and Recalls 

a. Election of the Students of Michigan legislative delegate 
i. Nominations 

1. Sam B nominates Jenny 
a. Seconded, declined 

ii. Motion to postpone consideration until next meeting 
1. Seconded, approved - will be postponed 

VIII. Report of the Speaker 
a. Whit: this is our second to last meeting of the semester.  I hope finals preparation 

is going well.  We appreciate your attention to our items of business. 
IX. Member Reports 

a. None 
X. Committee Reports 

a. Rules Committee - Report 
i. Austin G: we considered a number of resolutions.  You can see notes on 

our discussion on the linked reported.  Release is what we do to 
resolutions that we want to send to assembly floor and return is to return to 
assembly after first reads.  We voted to release AR 9-00X.  We also 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Dswspnm0pZ7gH68B31xzxEd4jFZmGvo48AhYl1_os-w
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Dswspnm0pZ7gH68B31xzxEd4jFZmGvo48AhYl1_os-w
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Dswspnm0pZ7gH68B31xzxEd4jFZmGvo48AhYl1_os-w
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Dswspnm0pZ7gH68B31xzxEd4jFZmGvo48AhYl1_os-w
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Dswspnm0pZ7gH68B31xzxEd4jFZmGvo48AhYl1_os-w
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1jvXHx6QkKPvb68HhUu5lnlEkfYklOJWwJdHpUlHeurU/edit?usp=drivesdk
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returned AR 9-004, 005, and 007.  We will meeting this Friday at 5:30pm 
in the League basement. 

b. Finance Committee - Report 
i. Mario G: this week we had good attendance and four resolutions.  AR 

9-012, 9-014, 9-001, 9-006.  We released three and withheld one, which 
was considering the social media app.  More information can be found in 
the report.  We are changing meeting time to Thursday at 6pm because 
Sunday is Easter. 

c. Communications Committee - Report 
i. Joey S: we had 9-002 and 9-006.  Zeke wasn’t present so he will take until 

this week to edit it and take the feedback before we vote.  For 9-006 we 
discussed a bit - Sam wasn’t there but he sent a nice letter.  We voted not 
to send back just yet.  We talked about new ideas: reaching out in different 
ways and more merchandise to create interaction with student body.  We 
are scheduled for Thursday at 6:30pm but will likely change. 

d. Resolutions Committee - Report 
i. Sujin K: we had good attendance.  We had a few come in that we voted to 

release.  We voted to return 9-008, 9-014, and 9-001 which is the library 
snacks event.  9-008 is with social events, 9-014 which is the social media 
app.  We thought it was a good idea but thought that there were some 
loose ends.  We released 9-008 which is a textbook market one.  We 
haven’t scheduled our meeting yet, trying to scheduled around the Sunday 
conflict so stay tuned. 

e. Executive Nominations Committee 
i. Audrey: we have two hearings on Sunday for Treasurer and Executive 

Delegate to Students of Michigan.  We will update you. 
f. Ethics Committee - Report 

i. Motion to confirm Maddi Walsh, Marissa Levey, and Alex Acho as Ethics 
Committee Permanent Members 

1. Seconded, approved - confirmed 
XI. New Business 

a. AR 9-010: A PROCEDURAL RESOLUTION TO AMEND THE COMPILED 
CODE TO CHANGE CSG ASSEMBLY MEETING TIMES BEGINNING 
WITH THE 9THASSEMBLY 

i. Sam B: the other author is not here yet.  I am going to speak on this.  The 
Assembly had decided last time that there should be some form of change 
to the time.  The committee structured created was designed to ameliorate 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Y94gbPgilQpKblYdfzbENplZXZsYYVssLKSsupv_cCk
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1xkkbHTw5ye6XqOcLEJCkZv-9PuHN2kQDM3_W54s3bkc
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1aFv4tjfmXmLG3O7bvNEvL6c4Z5XQFdrHMGJs4fAdXP8
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iQNOvyaEjW_oIiiT5piin1Ffry0cQzSB/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1klnqbmn5lRkeyl48iW2inQcKAoJpnQhiWzwceFWa0uA/edit?usp=drivesdk
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1klnqbmn5lRkeyl48iW2inQcKAoJpnQhiWzwceFWa0uA/edit?usp=drivesdk
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1klnqbmn5lRkeyl48iW2inQcKAoJpnQhiWzwceFWa0uA/edit?usp=drivesdk
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1klnqbmn5lRkeyl48iW2inQcKAoJpnQhiWzwceFWa0uA/edit?usp=drivesdk
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1klnqbmn5lRkeyl48iW2inQcKAoJpnQhiWzwceFWa0uA/edit?usp=drivesdk
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1klnqbmn5lRkeyl48iW2inQcKAoJpnQhiWzwceFWa0uA/edit?usp=drivesdk
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the majority of issues but I still think it is problematic.  Last assembly got 
out at almost 11 and there’s more than 2000 classes MTuWTh at 8:30am, 
not including 9/9:30/10.  That’s a pretty compelling reason to me to 
change the CSG meeting day.  I think the most important reason we are 
here is the classes we are taking and the current system puts that 
secondary.  I think we need to make thing change given the fact that 
members shouldn’t be returning home at midnight.  This day isn’t ideal for 
me and I might have to consider leaving assembly if this passes but I think 
it’s important to give this adequate merit.  I’m also amenable to changing. 

ii. Questions: 
1. Alex: so you want the assembly to meet at 7 on Thursday? 

a. Sam B: yes that is correct 
b. Alex: so I fail to see the points of your first whereas clauses 

where you discuss safety. 
c. Sam B: this has to do with there being more people out 

Thursday night 
d. Alex: is there data to support this? 
e. Sam B: I went through the course guide and checked the 

subjects.  I can post pictures.  The LSACG includes all of 
the schools. 

2. Marissa: I want to touch on the safety aspect.  What do you think 
the time change of 30 mins will make of a difference?  I’m 
confused as to how this time change would make it safer? 

a. Sam B: I think that there are more people out on Thursday 
night rather than Tuesday night.  I have no problem 
deleting the whereas clause right now.  I can remove it. 

b. Marissa: safety should be an issue so deleting the whereas 
clause isn’t.  Would you be amenable to changing the time? 

c. Sam B: I would object to the amendment but we could get a 
vote. 

3. Sammi: given how contentious this way in the last assembly, I 
think that there is more to it than just counting the course numbers. 
Last assembly we discussed turning this into a committee to 
investigate this and find the best possible solution, why did you 
decide to pick a day and time? 

a. Sam B: every day and time will have an issue.  I think the 
likelihood of finding a day and time is low.  It will come 
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down to a bare majority vote on it.  It’s not just a 
consideration I think that classes are THE consideration. 
It’s more important than other clubs, this day and time has 
the least amount of interaction with classes.  I don’t see a 
committee coming up with anything more fruitful. 

b. Sammi: about the data, do the numbers that you came up 
with include lab sections? 

c. Sam B: yes, labs were on some of them.  I did 10 subjects. 
d. Sammi: can we put data together in a more readable 

format? 
e. Sam B: yes, I can put screenshots 

4. Peter J: thanks for getting data.  With regards to the last assembly, 
it was speculative about the “future members” but now that we’re 
here do you think it would make more sense to compile our 
schedules and looked at what times are best?  Wouldn’t that be a 
more effective way? 

a. Sam B: yes I’d be fine doing that but I want it to be a 
permanent change.  For this assembly I don’t know how to 
go about making a change and then making a permanent 
change for the next assembly. 

5. Maddi: could you clarify the reason aside from the public safety 
aspect that motivates you to change meetings to Thursday? 

a. Sam B: the biggest reason is the class time. 
b. Maddi: but this clause? 
c. Sam B: this clause is tertiary.  I think for myself work 

happens during the week but I know that is something 
people will disagree with me on.  This might not apply to 
everyone.  A lot of these are more secondary to the 
meaning of the resolved clause which is the 5th one. 

6. Darlena: I don’t know if this is possible, but could you add 
something about attendance for people who have to work? 

a. Sam B: I’d be amenable to doing that but I think that would 
be a problem with any time.  I think that’s a different 
resolution I’d be willing to introduce.  If you change this to 
Friday at 2pm that will still be a problem.  As of now that’s 
the case. 

iii. Comments on how to improve: 
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1. Selena B: I’m not too familiar with breaks or when they start so 
maybe including something about how it might impact the amount 
of meetings we would have 

2. Mia: I think when we were all running we knew this time.  Maybe 
if this later becomes an issue we could send out a survey and see 
but I think right now it seems fine. 

3. Maddi: in the last resolved clause it says the amendment would be 
effective June 1st 2019 and I think we might need more time to 
assess the efficacy of the new legislative structure.  I think we need 
a longer trial run with this new legislative style and use that as our 
first variable. 

4. Joey S: I don’t see a Thursday being less dangerous than a 
Tuesday.  I might suggest finding walking groups or rideshare 
groups.  It seemed more like it was a timing issue.  You talked 
about how you checked the guide, but I have various 
responsibilities and I have already accommodated for a Tuesday 
night.  I think safety could be addressed but I think the time issue 
comes with the position. 

5. Sujin: this came to the floor in 8th assembly and it didn’t pass due 
to controversy.  The date was proposed then was different but 
looking through minutes most weekday nights was considered and 
it wasn’t voted through.  I’d specifically address those questions 
and concerns. 

6. Annabel: we ran and applied for these positions knowing that 
assembly met on Tuesday night.  I wouldn’t have run if I couldn’t 
make the meeting time. 

7. Selena B: I think the LSA courseguide might be representative of 
14 members, I don’t know if it includes all the other schools. 

iv. Resolution referred to the rules committee 
1. Austin G: motion to refer to resolutions committee as well 

a. Seconded, approved 
b. AR 9-012: A PROCEDURAL RESOLUTION TO CODIFY THE FINANCIAL 

TRANSPARENCY AND OVERSIGHT PORTAL 
i. Mario G: this resolution re-institutes the transparency portal we had last 

semester.  I’ve worked with the former treasurer.  This was essential a 
Google sheet that told about our expenditures, where money was being 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1u7fACbuxL1LB4DjvtWZfaWvwvMbfdYcjIkWHefBJ5rY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1u7fACbuxL1LB4DjvtWZfaWvwvMbfdYcjIkWHefBJ5rY/edit?usp=sharing
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spent and why.  I think that this is important to have not only for financial 
transparency but for us to know what we have to work with. 

ii. Questions: 
1. Sujin K: are there major changes to how it works? 

a. Mario: there are some technical changes.  There will be two 
sections under executive discretionary.  This will help to 
organize.  This will also make it more accessible. 

2. Sehrish: it will be on the website? 
a. Mario: yes, the format will be approved by finance 

committee.  We will try to make it more accessible. 
iii. Comments on How to Improve: 

1. Austin G: I made a few comments on the document.  In F1 address 
timing, in F3 the amount of money spent isn’t known within 7 days 
so I’d create a provision for if that happens.  In F5 it would be 
helpful if you could provide us assurance that keeping a running 
total of accounts on web page is feasible.  It’s hard to keep a live 
update. 

2. Maddi: I think it might be helpful to include a reinforcement 
mechanism.  I have full confidence. 

iv. Resolution referred to rules committee  
c. AR 9-013: A PROCEDURAL RESOLUTION TO CODIFY THE POSITION OF 

WOLVERINE CONSULTING GROUP WITHIN CSG 
i. Motion to table until later this evening until drawn 

1. Seconded, approved 
2. Motion to consider - seconded, approved 

ii. Zeke: it’s in limbo with where we are at with WCG but I was the vice 
chair of external affairs for WCG which is a CSG commission.  It is a 
good way to use CSG time, effort, and funds.  Everyone who interacts 
with us tells us that this is a great service and I want to grow it and make it 
permanent.  I think getting it outside of the scope of an executive 
commission could be good.  This also authorizes a bit of money to go to 
WCG every year.  I think that is a natural extension.  

iii. Questions: 
1. Sam B: I think this is fine but I want you to speak on if it’s actually 

used?  I don’t want to codify something that’s going to be used 
once.  If you don’t know specifically how much it was used last 
year. 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1aI0vkZ0gWgfbwr8KUje3konwyQkAadebGiV6KSlpKf4/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1aI0vkZ0gWgfbwr8KUje3konwyQkAadebGiV6KSlpKf4/edit?usp=sharing
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a. Zeke: in the past year, we’ve had 7 successful cases and 
been requested 13 times.  That means there were 6 groups 
we didn’t get to help because we didn’t have the 
membership.  I think this resolution codifying also creates a 
second position that is more than just vice chair but also 
creates a position within assembly.  We already get more 
requests for use than we can handle and I want to increase 
involvement. 

b. Sam B: what were the kinds of requests? 
c. Zeke: there’s a lot of things we do.  We work with CCI to 

be the point group on constitution writing.  That is one of 
the things within WCG they do.  We are hoping that CCI 
sends people to us for that.  People are coming to us for 
exec board structure, we have documentation and 
templates, and they come to us asking how to do 
fundraising.  Sometimes they ask us about event planning. 
We help with branding.  Any issue you can imagine with a 
student org. 

2. Darlena: I was a part of the 8th assembly liaison program, is this 
working with that program? 

a. Zeke: from what I understand it was an executive thing, so 
I’m not sure, but I think this can be a separate entity.  I 
think that had good things but this is a separate niche. 

3. Maddi W: can you speak to how the funds you’re allocating would 
be distributed and then used? 

a. Zeke: similar to SOFC, we would know what they would 
need funding for and if we deemed it something they would 
need it for could jump start them.  I think it has to be 
unanimous agreement between leadership. 

4. Ben Gerstein: for appendix D, did you talk to SAPAC as it would 
involve an expansion? 

a. Zeke: I don’t think there’s any expansion, same 
requirement but it just tracks money that goes to orgs from 
WCG in the same way it does from SOFC. 

5. Joey S: you want the opportunity to recommend while in the [x] 
a. Zeke: that number can come down.  We can have that 

discussion in committee. 
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6. Mario G: are you worried that the assembly would have less of a 
practical say since exec noms won’t be interviewing the chair? 

a. Zeke: I considered this and I also considered the comms 
chair interviewing, I can put it back in.  For the first little 
while anyway it’s not the most necessary. 

7. Austin G: did you consider doing it as a permanent commission 
instead of committee? 

a. Zeke: I think it’s a similar service that we provide as 
SOFC.  I thought about incorporating.  I would consider a 
permanent commission but I’d like a little more oversight. 
It would help legitimize campaigns and I’d prefer to have 
control. 

b. Austin G: I think your idea of having it be an extension of 
SFOC is a good one but I’d like to speak on the fact that 
WCG would be giving out money separately from SOFC. 

c. Zeke: I wrote it with the SFOC framework as guidance.  I 
think the difference between the two is that WCG embeds 
people within orgs and makes sure that the orgs are running 
events and services.  I think SOFC is something everyone 
can go to but when you’re committing to being a client 
there is more opening up you have to do.  Funding is only 
one of the things that we do and as of now it’s none of what 
we do.  I wanted to add a small funding aspect.  The only 
precedent I could see was SFOC so I tried to make it 
parallel. 

8. Sam B: I have talked with Nick Smith and Sarah Daniels who is 
the head of CCI and dean of students who handles student orgs. 
They’ve both expressed a concern that there is no oversight.  They 
said they’ve tried to do it but their staff isn’t big enough.  At UC 
Berkeley if student orgs want to change constitution, they have to 
go through student government.  Do you see this as a mechanism? 
How do you respond to this? 

a. Zeke: I don’t think that’s a good idea.  I think one of 
Michigan’s strengths is it’s student orgs and if it were more 
difficult they wouldn’t do it on a passion basis.  I know a 
lot of people who are passionate and start orgs and putting 
up walls isn’t the best.  If they’re struggling, we could help 
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them out, but I don’t think a requirement is necessary.  We 
can follow instructions.  I would be opposed to any changes 
in that vein. 

iv. Comments on How to Improve: 
1. Austin G: I made a number of small comments in the document 

itself.  You may wish to add WCG liaison in the list of positions. 
I’d also encourage you to think a little more about whether it’s 
worth the structural barriers of having WCG give out $2500-$3500 
aside from just having them apply to SOFC.  My concern is 
keeping funding in SOFC. 

2. Sam B: I hear what you’re saying, but the fact that there is over 
2000 orgs most of whom are not active isn’t a problem that’s been 
recognized by administration.  They are looking for oversight and I 
don’t think that would diminish passions.  I would ask you to 
seriously consider what I’ve said. 

3. Ben G: I think creating a separate avenue of funding might be 
confusing [x]. 

4. Joey S: I would consider having the president attend finance and  
5. Maddi W: I take issue with WCG distributing funding, I think at 

very least an application process should be instituted.  I think that 
there should not be a mandate or requirement. 

v. Resolution referred to Rules committee 
XII. Old Business 

a. AR 9-001: A DIRECTIVE AND APPROPRIATIONS RESOLUTION TO FUND 
A FINALS HEALTHY SNACK GIVEAWAY 

i. Sujin K: not much has changed.  We did take out the resolved clause about 
the library event because it will be two separate events.  There will be one 
night where we assist the library, and then we will have our own event. 
We are going to buy the coffee from Burt’s which is cheaper than going to 
an external source.  We just need to wait for our contact to get back to us. 
Those were the only two changes. 

ii. Questions: 
1. Austin G: you said you were buying coffee from cafe in ugli, are 

you going to take to North Campus? 
a. Sujin: that was the plan 

2. Marwan: are we going to be wearing anything with CSG so they 
know? 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1PkO798ln8WgUiiUf2V_epFxT-9BYLxN7
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1PkO798ln8WgUiiUf2V_epFxT-9BYLxN7
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a. Sujin K: we are handing out a card and will also  
3. Brandon: why was that date decided? 

a. Sujin K: less than 25% of the student body is enrolled in 
class on North Campus so it didn’t make financial sense. 
We also looked at figures the library keeps.  There were a 
lot of people who go to Central.  It was as per the 
recommendation of the library lady. 

4. Selena B: did you speak to RHA? 
a. Sujin K: we are just going to keep it to a library event. 

5. Austin G: do we have enough greek books? 
a. Sujin K: I don’t know 
b. Jim: we have around 50 

6. Selena B: I don’t know if this is relevant but would consider 
including something about having CSG ask the RHA to reach out 
to the hall councils and ask them to consider putting out fruits and 
snacks during finals week? 

a. Sujin K: we are close in terms of the time frame and we did 
keep it in the library space.  This is after we convene so we 
don’t know how many people will help. 

7. Sammi: I know people like things in their coffee, is that included? 
a. Sujin K: yes 

iii. Amendments: 
1. Austin G: amend to change $500 to $590 and add a link to a web 

portal to buy green books and add 200 green books. 
a. Deemed friendly, change made 

iv. Thirds Reads on AR 9-001 
1. Sujin K: we are going to throw in actual number with coffee.  If 

you have other concerns you have my number. 
2. Questions: 

a. Austin G: did the amended line make it in? 
i. Sujin K: [makes amendment] 

b. Brandon: I want to bring back up the Dude.  I would 
suggest that there are other colleges on North that have 
other study habits, if you allocate a portion to the snacks 
that we could take and distribute ourselves when people are 
studying in studios or music rooms.  Would you consider 
that? 
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i. Sujin K: are you proposing an amendment? 
ii. Brandon: it would reallocate a portion to give to 

STAMPS, SMTD 
iii. Sujin K: I’m open to doing that but I don’t want to 

put it in here 
c. Selena B: I spend a lot of time in the drama center and 

there are students who stay there all night long, it would be 
considerate if you’d do that? 

i. Sujin K: if you’re asking if you’d be open to doing 
that.  I hear you and we appreciate what you’re 
saying.  I don’t know how many people we will 
have.  If it’s just me and Hayden I don’t want to 
promise.  If you want to come and do it, sure. 

3. Voting procedure on AR 9-001 
a. Vice speaker calls roll, representatives vote to pass 

resolution 
b. AR 9-004: A PROCEDURAL RESOLUTION TO REMOVE THE 

EXTRANEOUS FILING PERIOD AFTER THE CLOSE OF POLLS AND 
CLARIFY THE STRUCTURE OF THE ELECTION COURT 

i. Austin G: this resolution makes two small but substantive changes to the 
compiled code.  One is to correctly state that the election court is a panel 
of CSJ and the second is to change the period following the release of 
unofficial results as to who can file.  

ii. Questions: 
1. None 

iii. Amendments: 
1. None 

iv. Third Reads on AR 9-004: 
1. Austin G: there have been no substantive changes. 
2. Questions: 

a. Sam B: there is a member who is not here who had 
concerns, have you talked with him at all?  I think it’s an 
adequate concern. 

i. Austin G: could you re-iterate the concern? 
ii. Sam B: Zeke isn’t here and he had concerns, could 

we consider later so we can ask questions. 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1m1r5r_hPRWse213LVhJ3YSguZepG37zLn2magQXkpRo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1m1r5r_hPRWse213LVhJ3YSguZepG37zLn2magQXkpRo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1m1r5r_hPRWse213LVhJ3YSguZepG37zLn2magQXkpRo/edit?usp=sharing
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iii. Austin G: Zeke asked his questions last week.  Zeke 
wasn’t there in Rules to express changes he wanted 
to make.  I don’t think that there are changes I’d be 
willing to make. 

b. Joey: was Zeke at Rules? 
i. Austin G: not when we voted for return 

3. Voting procedure on AR 9-004 
a. Motion to vote by acclamation - representatives vote to 

adopt resolution 
c. AR 9-005: A PROCEDURAL RESOLUTION TO CREATE A "CONVENING 

BUSINESS" AGENDA ITEM, AND TO RELOCATE AND UPDATE THE 
ELECTIONS, CONFIRMATIONS, AND RECALLS PROCESSES 

i. Austin G: one of the issues I discussed was that the Speaker was elected in 
the middle of the meeting.  There are a number of administrative changes. 
Those include nominees leaving the room, correcting provisions about 
executive nominations committee.  Once change since last time was 
altering the way we change candidate elections.  The change I’m 
suggesting here is that we conduct elections with more than two 
candidates with a ranked choice runoff system, wherein you can write 
down as many candidates as you like.  In order to maintain the position 
you have to win a majority, so potentially votes would be transferred up 
and we could do a two-way or one might achieve a majority.  There were 
concerns that involved an element of randomness.  The substantive change 
doesn’t address than randomness might happen, but the system here has 
greater efficacy than what we had last time.  I think that this changes the 
way people decide to vote.  Under the system I’m proposing if we had 
encountered a situation we would’ve been spared the second round of 
voting, instead a single person out of two people would’ve been chosen 
and then the remaining votes would’ve been reassigned. 

ii. Questions: 
1. Mario G: you’ve addressed the issue of randomness by reducing it, 

but there is still an element, would you consider the two tied 
lowest vote getters being addressed to the next round? 

a. Austin G: I wouldn’t it friendly because dropping them 
both would mean that the person finished with the plurality 
would win. 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1HMTxy8Ul6ITMVa3eImQ_cmzQevDPlWsDRWclhwtxGTg/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1HMTxy8Ul6ITMVa3eImQ_cmzQevDPlWsDRWclhwtxGTg/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1HMTxy8Ul6ITMVa3eImQ_cmzQevDPlWsDRWclhwtxGTg/edit?usp=sharing
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b. Mario G: the system I would propose is that the candidates 
don’t drop out, they would simply be reallocated to the 
second choice, would you consider that? 

c. Austin G: yes 
iii. Amendments: 

1. Mario G: amendment to remove [language], I think it would still 
work.  If there are additional amendments that would be amenable 
I don’t see a problem with just removing that. 

a. Austin G: the only potential concern is if people put the 
same name twice on a ballot. 

2. Austin G: amendment to remove phrase “if there are multiple 
lowest vote getters …” and add in a clause saying “listing each 
candidate only once” 

a. Austin G: deemed friendly, change made 
3. Selena B: is there any way this could be an online system? 

a. Whit: it is possible for us to vote using a mechanism other 
than paper ballots.  I’ll yield to Austin. 

b. Austin G: the proposed rules don’t make it any less 
possible for us, the one section that changes is in definition 
of secret ballot. 

iv. Third Reads on AR 9-005 
1. Austin G: not much instruction to make.  Thanks Mario. 
2. Questions: 

a. Ben G: what are your qualms against the system where we 
vote between 2nd and 3rd?  I wonder about the ranking 
system being complicated. 

i. Austin G: I hope it’s not too complicated.  I don’t 
think it’s difficult for speaker to explain.  As far as 
the time, that’s not my primary concern but the 
issue I have is that I know that it can happen that 
with an imbalance of information, people will 
alternatively strategically vote.  I think it’s best 

ii. Ben G: so just to clarify your concern ... 
iii. Austin G: correct 

3. Voting procedure on AR 9-005 
a. Vice speaker calls roll, representatives vote to pass 

resolution 
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d. AR 9-007: A PROCEDURAL RESOLUTION TO AMEND THE OPERATING 
PROCEDURES TO ADDRESS VOTING RIGHTS IN COMMITTEES AND 
THE LEGISLATIVE PROCESS 

i. Austin G: the change in this resolution encompasses a bunch of changes to 
the new legislative process to address a few hiccups we’ve seen in the first 
few weeks.  This reorganizes the current legislative business section to 
move the items to places in the operating procedures where they belong. 
This also address leaders of committee not being able to vote.  The also 
explains the difference between “release” and “return.”  There are a couple 
of other substantive changes, for example to have committees vote on each 
item at every regular meeting.  My stance is that it takes a pretty short 
amount of time and it’s good to have that on the record.  The final change 
alters the way that clerical edits are done.  If you have a resolution that 
gets passed that has a typo, the Rules committee can currently make 
changes but practically that doesn’t leave time for committee to consider 
with the time frame for attesting and signing/vetoing.  I hope to assign the 
power to make clerical amendments to Rules chair 

ii. Questions: 
1. Sam B: I see an issue with the new committee structure and I’m 

not sure if it could be an amendment.  I had a resolution sent to 
many committees and chairs told me they that they wouldn’t 
consider if I weren’t present.  I think it is asking a bit much.  Is 
there a solution to this issue?  I know the committees have to 
consider it but I envision them voting no off the bat if the author 
can’t make it to committee. 

a. Austin G: authors are not required to go to meetings, and 
this requires them to conduct a vote to explain.  I think my 
response to you is that if a committee feels a resolution is 
“on the level” to go back to the floor (i.e. ready) then in 
that sense it’s reasonable not to change the system that we 
have.  I also don’t necessarily agree that having authors 
attend multiple committees is too high a responsibility. 
The only way we could resolve having an author attend 
would be reducing responsibility to committee.  I would 
encourage multiple offers and encourage committees to be 
as lenient as possible.  Maybe you have remaining 
questions to ask on the floor. 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Vu6qx9kXLlaTHGUt7CB842L9Lq4LTBnA5EYV_Q2QN10/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Vu6qx9kXLlaTHGUt7CB842L9Lq4LTBnA5EYV_Q2QN10/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Vu6qx9kXLlaTHGUt7CB842L9Lq4LTBnA5EYV_Q2QN10/edit?usp=sharing
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iii. Amendments: 
1. Austin G: Amendment #1 is an amendment to propose a change to 

the process.  I think the current process hands a lot of 
responsibility to a committee [x].  This limits how many changes a 
person can make between committee and reading on the floor.  My 
suggestive changes are to have it so that only committees can 
amend the resolved clauses of resolutions.  The assembly can also 
do this in amendments.  Authors are entitled to change whereas 
clauses. 

a. Austin G: deemed unfriendly 
i. Mario G: objects, enter debate 

b. Debate: 
i. Mario G: concerns regarding making the legislative 

process inflexible 
ii. Austin G: I don’t think this limits the power of the 

committee 
iii. Zeke: I agree that once something comes out of 

committee it should be frozen until assembly but I 
think that once submitted you should be able to edit. 
If you wanted to submit your resolution, you could 
submit and then change before committee.  I’m in 
favor of freezing after committee. 

c. Vote on amendment - does not pass 
2. Sam B: amendment to make it so committees could not be M-F 

between 8:30am and 4pm because you adequately respond but I 
could see a committee being scheduled during a class and them 
being unable to attend.  I also think it’s a good idea for them not to 
be scheduled. 

a. Automatically unfriendly, object → debate 
b. Debate: 

i. Austin G 
ii. Sam B 

iii. Maddi W 
c. Vote on amendment - does not pass 

3. Austin G: amend so that once a committee has agreed on a version 
for first reads, the author can no longer make changes.  I’ll forward 
the exact text. 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1HasGqp_bqDFQd4Jq5J5bAOw6dQOImMjf8ufB8bM6MbI/edit?usp=sharing
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a. Objection → debate 
b. Debate: 

i. Zeke: I think the time in between first reads and 
your second committee meeting is important. 
You’d have to take up a lot of time in committee.  I 
think what you did should open back up after first 
reads.  Once a committee votes, it’s what they’re 
saying to send to the Assembly for first reads.  I 
think the committee can vote to withhold again. 

ii. Austin G: committees voting to withhold the 
resolution is not the correct mechanism to address 
changes [x].  There is a procedurally burdensome 
aspect but in my opinion once the Assembly has 
delivered on the piece of business they have 
expressed the will of the students they represent in 
how the business should proceed.  Once we give 
substantive feedback, that becomes the will of the 
student body.  I hear your concern about a burden 
but I think it is outweighed by the system I’m 
proposing. 

iii. Martese: my biggest concern is efficiency as well.  I 
worry about coming in and having to vote on 
changes.  I think that there needs to be a 
compromise. 

iv. Sujin K: I was kind of against but I do agree that 
resolutions shouldn’t be coming to committee 
needing substantial change.  You can bring just for 
advice and consideration.  We would be more than 
happy to do that.  You have time to have those 
conversations.  I think that is work that should be 
done before it enters the legislative process.  It 
becomes public domain then.  I agree but that kind 
of heavy work I believe should be done before it is 
presented to anyone. 

v. Mario G: I would agree that a resolution should be 
frozen but there is a middle ground where the 
author should be able to change their mind once 
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they’ve heard what assembly has to say.  I would 
push back on the idea that having a fully fledged 
resolution is feasible.  It should be well thought out. 
I think that this discussion should be in a separate 
resolution and shouldn’t be discussed on assembly 
floor.  I don’t think this should be happening right 
now, and this in a way circumvents our discussion 
period.  When authors change their resolution, that 
version will always be solid and the assembly will 
have a chance to look at that resolution.  I can’t 
think of a change where that has happened. 

vi. Carla: just to reiterate, I think that if you have edits 
you got from assembly you can make them.  You 
can still make a change but this makes more sense 
because once you choose to release it to committee. 

c. Vote on amendment - amendment does not pass 
4. Zeke: I think a lot of people have brought up the double freeze idea 

because we want the committee to be able to say to assembly “this 
is what we voted on.” 

5. Austin G: I’ll move the amendment that Zeke suggests - visible in 
2B.  I have seen frequently people making changes between 
committee and Assembly. 

a. Vote on amendment 2B - amendment made 
iv. Third Reads on AR 9-007 

1. Austin G: I appreciate your patience, just trying to work out what 
is best.  I’m happy to wait and see in time how these things change 
out.  I’m happy to see that we will freeze the resolutions between 
committee and viewing by assembly. 

2. Questions: 
a. None 

3. Voting procedure on AR 9-007  
a. Vice speaker calls roll, representative vote to pass 

resolution 
XIII. Executive Communications 

a. Ben Gerstein: hope you are all doing well.  Thank you to everyone who helped 
out on Spring Welcome Day many freshmen were there and signed up to learn 
more.  Next Wed. April 24th student wellness will be doing finals kits assembly 
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and distribution, they go to libraries and hand them out.  Tomorrow at 11am there 
will be a 24hr reading of names of victims of the Holocaust.  That will start 
tomorrow on the Diag and I think it would be important to stop by.  In your inbox, 
we will be doing a social media blast to support well being fee.  You do not have 
to blast as you did not vote but I encourage you to.  The fee is an increase in 
tuition to give money to CAPS, Maize and Blue Cupboard, and Financial Aid so 
that students who are exempt from paying fees aren’t experiencing an increase to 
tuition.  We will continue to have a pool of funding for the cupboard and student 
initiatives on campus.  

b. Isabelle Blanchard: this past weekend members attended the ABTS conference in 
Washington, D.C.  This year we got to meet with legislatures to talk about how 
legislation affects our campus.  Graduation season is coming up and many 
students have been looking for photos, CSG is funding free photos April 
24th-27th from 2pm-6pm in the Law Quad.  We are working to have caps and 
gowns at the photos.  We will have signups online but we will also be accepting 
walk-ins.  Trying to guarantee at least 2 edited photos.  Publicity will be going 
out. 

XIV. Announcements and Matters Arising 
a. Austin G: I owe an apology to everyone for taking advantage of your time.  I 

appreciate your valuable contributions.  I don’t take for granted your support; I 
will continue to act responsibly with your authority.  Rules will meet at 5:30pm 
on Friday this week. 

b. Sam B: laughing at a member even if you think you’re being subtle is rude. 
About the corgi resolution, it is different in the last couple days.  It is very 
different.  Before anyone sends emails asking committees to vote against it please 
look at it and consider it in it’s updated form. 

c. Zeke: Michigan Quidditch was in Texas this past weekend, hence my cool new 
haircut.  We got considered the worst draw but we took the number one overall 
seat in pool play to overtime.  It was a great season, look out for more updates in 
the next year. 

d. Joey S: comms is scheduled for Thursday at 5:30 but that is subject to change. 
XV. Closing Roll Call  

a. Vice speaker calls roll 
XVI. Adjournment  

a. Adjourned 10:17pm 


